
LETTER L, From A DICTIONARY OF THE AVANT-GARDES (Routledge, late 2018) 

LA BARBARA, Joan 

(8 June 1947; b. J. Linda Lotz) 

Initially a vocalist adept at “extended” vocal techniques, including “circular breathing” while 

producing sound, La Barbara became a composer, mostly of pieces for herself, sometimes as 

continuous sound installations. She also has written articles and reviews of avant-garde music. 

Her second husband is the composer MORTON SUBOTNICK, whose art is roughly as moderately 

innovative as his wife's. It is one of the mysteries of artists' marriages that two people who have 

pursued independent careers, once united in midlife, come to resemble each other. 

LA GRAN SCENA OPERA CO. 

(1981) 

The idea of men playing female operatic roles is not new, but never before has it been so 

elaborate and sustained. The effect is initially that of parody and thus of camp, which comes 

from being so awesome/awful it is good. (By the early twenty-first century, all nineteenth-

century opera seems campy, while many noticed that certain divas often seemed to be a man 

playing a woman, or perhaps a woman playing a man playing a woman.) However, the Gran 

Scena performance transcends those effects, being lovingly done, with strong high, mostly 

falsetto voices that take pride in their ethereal resonance. The company's founder and 

mastermind, Ira Siff (1946), by profession a vocal coach (and expert commentator for radio 

opera), realizes the best example of esthetic and vocal virtuosity. 

The typical Gran Scena program consists of excerpts from classic operas, usually just scenes, 

sometimes whole acts. The sections are framed by “Miss Sylvia Bills,” who has the verbal jokes. 

Precisely because it must be seen that men are playing women, their historic productions are 

best remembered on videotape but not on audio discs. The work of two all-male ballet 

companies, The Trockadero Gloxinia Ballet (1972) and its successor, the sumptuously named 

Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo (1974), is esthetically similar. 



  

LA MAMA EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE CLUB (E.T.C.) 

(1961) 

Founded by Ellen Stewart (1919-2011), a born impresario, and the playwright Paul Foster 

(1931), it became the exemplar of off-off-Broadway, producing plays that, not only for reasons 

of avant-garde difference, were not acceptable to producers on Broadway and an increasingly 

commercialized off-Broadway. Though most of its productions belonged to the tradition of 

staged drama, La Mama became a receptive venue for many touring productions of more 

performance-oriented theater. As Ellen Stewart once wrote, “The plays that we're doing are the 

plays I want to do. I don't interfere in how they get to be that way.” A DOWNTOWN saint she 

was. 

LAFFOLEY, Paul 

(14 August 1935–16 November 2015) 

Trained in classics and architecture before turning to painting, Laffoley made work so 

eccentric it is innovative simply by virtue of its waywardness. He was essentially an erudite 

visionary painter, in the great American tradition, whose paintings represent both verbally and 

visually unseen forces, mostly cosmological and theosophical, which become their primary 

visual model. Some of Laffoley's paintings have a density of words and symbols that reflect 

charts as they transcend charting. The Levogyre (1976), which he describes as “nested shells 

connected by gimbals,” is, he says, “an attempt to model a photon creating light, and in turn an 

atom of consciousness. The structure of the Levogyre derives from the structure of the 

Universe proposed by Eudoxus (the astronomer pupil of Plato). Eudoxus stated that the 

Universe is a series of nested crystalline spheres which contained the stars as fixed, the planets 

which moved, down to the central nonrotating Earth. Each sphere is connected to the next by 

gimbal-like axes which are randomly distributed.” Other thoughtful and thought-filled paintings 

portray The Orgone Motor (1981), The Astrakakiteraboat (1983), De Rerum Natura (1985), The 

Aetheiapolis (1987), and Thanaton III (1989). Some of Laffoley's activities were conducted 

under the name of The Boston Visionary Cell, Inc. The Phenomenology of Revelation (1989), his 

illustrated book about his own work–more precisely, his own imagination at the service of his 

learning–ranks among the richest artist's self-expositions. 



Laffoley's illustrated lectures, often more than two hours in length, were dazzling in the range 

and density of his references. Few modern artists on their own work, among them MILTON 

BABBITT and BUCKMINISTER FULLER, could equal his verbal powers. The most extraordinary 

quality of the catalog for his 2013 exhibition at the Henry Gallery at the University of 

Washington, Premonitions of the Bauharoque, is reproducing for more than 200 pages 

Laffoley’s handwritten book from forty years before, “The Principles of Alchemy.” 

LaFRANCE, Noemie 

(22 November 1973) 

Emerging from French Canada, which also spawned CIRQUE DE SOLEIL, she quickly became an 

avatar of dance/performance that she called “site-specific”. Descent (2003) was performed in 

the open stairwell of a lower Manhattan office building, with the spectators lined along the 

banisters for several floors while the dancers poked their heads over banisters above and 

below, their movements limited by the constraints of their “stage.” Noir (2004), less 

memorable, took place in a parking garage with the spectators seated in stationary automobiles 

while the dances moved around them. The setting for Agora (2005) was a huge abandoned 

outdoor swimming pool in Queens, NY, with a horde of performers doing various kinds of 

moves on a floor similar in scale to a three-ring circus. Home [2009], by contrast, was 

performed in the dining room of her own apartment with spectators seated around a large 

table. Fearlessly intimate, it featured LaFrance pregnant and naked. Much like ROBERT WILSON, 

she commands attention for working on larger stages, with more people, than other 

performance artists. 

THE LAND  

(1953, aka The Gate Hill Cooperative, Stony Point, NY) 

Artists often prefer to reside and work among other artists, especially if they regard non-artists 

as a hostile and worse. If located in rural settings, these collective gatherings are customarily 

called ARTISTS’ COLONIES. Among others in the USA, perhaps the richest, measured by quality 

over numbers., was a collection of thirteen houses with over 100 rural acres atop a hill in 

Rockland County, New York. Commonly called The Land, this cooperative on Gate Hill Road was 

founded by the architect Paul Williams (1925-1993), who’d been to BLACK MOUNTAIN 

COLLEGE, which had been an informal artists’ colony within an official school in western North 

Carolina. Given his ambitions, Williams supervised construction and gave generous leases. One 

early resident:  “a living experiment in integrating art, life, family, and community close to New 

York City.” 



When I first visited The Land in 1966, its permanent residents included JOHN CAGE, DAVID 

TUDOR, and STAN VANDERBEEK, as well as Vera Williams (1927-2015), later a distinguished 

author of children’s books; the potter David Weinrib (1924-2016); M. C. Richards (1916-1999), a 

potter and author; and the veteran early-music musician La Noue Davenport (1922-1999). As 

Cage lived alone at the time, his own abode was actually utility core between two rooms that 

shared a wall with a larger house–semi-detached, as realtors would say. Because self-selective 

artists’ colonies inspire artists to exceed themselves (and thus surpass their previous work), it’s 

no surprise that much of John Cage’s best work was done at the Land. Two contrasts, 

numerically and geographically, were Artists SOHO and certain neighborhoods in Paris’s Left 

Bank, which were more populous colonies within a big city 

LANSKY, Paul 

(14 June 1944) 

Lansky's strongest work uses the computer to create a pseudospeech reminiscent of the 

best acoustic poetry of CHARLES AMIRKHANIAN while also exemplifying the principle that, with 

a sophisticated computer, the composer can realize speech-music that is beyond the 

capabilities of live human beings and even earlier electronic techniques. Lansky's Idle Chatter 

(1985) creates the illusion of thousands of people speaking, each at roughly equal volume. The 

notes accompanying its CD release speak of an eloquent attempt to say nothing without taking 

a breath for 565.9 seconds, 9.43 minutes, 31,690,400 samples, or 63,380,800 bytes–take your 

pick. Knowing a good idea when he invents one, Lansky has produced Justmoreidlechatter 

(1987) and Notjustmoreidlechatter (1988), as well as Small Talk (1988). Formerly a French 

hornist, currently a professor of music at Princeton University, he has composed in other ways 

with speech and with instruments. 

LAS VEGAS 

(c. 1947) 

Las Vegas represents a continuing collective attempt to create a city as a unique work of art. 

As a 1940s frontier town in the middle of an otherwise empty desert but near the construction 

site that became the Hoover Dam, Las Vegas initially benefited from the absence of laws 

forbidding gambling. When entrepreneurs decided to build hotels initially for southern 

Californians on a holiday, it began to assume its current identity. After a dormant period, 

construction increased rapidly in the 1990s. 



 As the hotels were built to have unique identities, rather than restrictive uniformity, Las Vegas 

itself became a work of avant-garde art. The kind of shameless eccentricity of Hollywood 

architecture, so aptly satirized in Nathaniel West's The Day of the Locust (1939), is in Las Vegas 

extended to a higher level. Simply to walk down its main tourist street, Las Vegas Boulevard, 

customarily called the Strip, is to experience not only impressive kinetic signage (itself a public 

art form insufficiently appreciated) but, on one stretch, a building styled after medieval England 

next to an Egyptian pyramid adjacent to another hotel meant to recreate neighbourhoods 

within New York City. Elsewhere on the Strip, next to a hotel that has a pseudo-volcano fronting 

the street that “erupts” every twenty minutes is another hotel that mounts a fight between two 

eighteenth-century pirate ships every ninety minutes. Even on foot, one is continually moving 

through different worlds (or their surrogates). Another hotel on the Strip, new in 1998, houses 

an art gallery with classic sculptures and paintings. It was not for nothing that Robert Venturi 

(1925), an academically trained architect, boosted his reputation by publishing back in 1972 an 

influential essay titled Learning from Las Vegas. 

In the hotels are, in addition to casinos devoid of clocks, spectacularly spacious theatrical 

venues that sponsor live entertainments ranging in quality from semipro magicians to the 

world-class performance troupe, CIRQUE DU SOLEIL. The surprise is that the casino 

corporations have become modern-day Medicis who support the traditional art of live 

performance in the age of mass media. As a continuous show in itself, the Las Vegas Strip is 

always changing, as hotels only a few decades old are razed to make space for new ones with 

yet more extravagant images (northern Italy, Venice, etc.). 

Because no one could have imagined this by himself, Las Vegas represents a collective effort 

that has the character of folk art and yet differs from traditional folk art in its corporate 

sponsorship. Obviously, profits from gambling, which is rigged to fleece, finance this mammoth 

eccentricity; but don't forget that it is possible to experience Las Vegas as an ever-changing 

artistic INSTALLATION without ever losing a penny to vice. 

LAUTRÉAMONT, Comte de 

(4 April 1846–24 November 1870; b. Isidore-Lucian Ducasse) 

Born in Uruguay of French parents, Lautréamont came to Paris to prepare for the 

polytechnical high school. Failing in this mission, plagued by poverty, he began a prose poem, 

Les Chants de Maldoror (posthumously published in 1890), which, while reflecting classical 

literature, became a precursor of SURREALISM. As his protagonist, Maldoror, suffers gruesome 

misfortunes, Lautrémont's language becomes extremely hallucinatory: “Who could have 

realized that whenever he embraced a young child with rosy cheeks he longed to slice off those 



cheeks with a razor, and he would have done it many times had he not been restrained by the 

thought of Justice with her long funereal procession of punishments.” (Trans. Guy Wernham.) 

LAWRENCE, T.E. 

(16 August 1888–19 May 1935; b. Thomas Edward L.) 

One of the most original writers in English, he excelled at rich prose, not only in his memoir 

Seven Pillars of Wisdom (1926, though first completed in 1922) but in his personal letters, 

which rank among the greatest in the language. Ostensibly about his experience as a British 

liaison officer siding with the Arabs in their revolt (1916-18) against the Ottoman Turks, his 

great book is filled with rich turns of phrase, magnificent descriptions, and high literary 

allusions, beginning with the title that comes from the Book of Proverbs.  

The Syrians had their de facto government, which endured for two years, without 

foreign advice, in an occupied country wasted by war, and against the will of important 

elements among the Allies.  

Lawrence’s book also inspired one of the most beautiful feature-length films (1962) ever made 

by a commercial company, which rarely does great books appropriately. More than fifty years 

later, the film remains a classic of its kind; nearly 100 years later, the book is likewise classic. 

LAX, Robert 

(30 November 1915–26 November 2000) 

A Columbia College chum of both AD REINHARDT and THOMAS MERTON, Lax sought 

linguistic purity comparable to the visual purity of the former and the spiritual purity of the 

latter. It is fair to say that Lax wrote the poetry that Merton should have written, were he a true 

ascetic artist. Lax's poetry is extremely reductive, sometimes with only a few words arrayed in 

various ways. In his great long poem Black and White (1966), the total vocabulary consists of 

only three different words and an ampersand. He also wrote richly marvellous prose, especially 

in letters to his sometme college buddy THOMAS MERTON. Because Lax resided on a Greek 

island and did not actively submit his poems to publishers, they appeared sparingly, first in 

chapbooks from Emil Antonucci's Journeyman Press in Brooklyn and then in perfectbound 

bilingual books from Pendo Verlag in Zurich, Switzerland. In the mid-1990s, two American 

commercial publishers that were scarcely noticed. Only after his death did more complete 

Robert Lax collections finally appear. 



LE CORBUSIER 

(6 October 1887–27 August 1965; b. Charles-Édouard Jeanneret) 

Though commonly known as a prime mover behind architecture’s INTERNATIONAL STYLE, 

Le Corbusier made one construction so different from prevailing ideas, as well as so original, 

that it expands any earlier sense of his architecture: the Chapel of Notre-Dame-du-Haut in 

Ronchamp, France. Built between 1950 and 1955, it has a tower reminiscent of a grain silo, 

along with a sweeping roof that resembles a floppy hat, covering curved walls with rectangular 

apertures of various sizes and shapes, in sum reflecting le Corbusier's taste for articulated light 

and reinforced concrete, as well as qualities sparse and ascetic. Because one wall is set several 

feet inside the edge of the roof, it is possible to be under the roof and yet open to the 

elements. About the interior of this chapel, Russell Walden has written: “He used the east wall 

as a cyclorama against which the public and more private altars were set, incorporating a 

swiveling virgin in the reredos wall.” 

 The forms of this building remind us that Le Corbusier began as a Cubist painter who initially 

signed his works “Jeanneret” and that he continued to produce two-dimensional visual art 

throughout his career. Marc Treib's Space Articulation in Seconds (1997) remembers in detail 

Corbusier's remarkable structure for EDGARD VARÉSE‘s Poéme électronique in the Philips 

Pavilion at the 1958 Brussels World's Fair. This pioneering environment of continuously kinetic 

sound and images, color and voice, in an eight-minute cycle, reportedly attracted nearly two 

million spectators, most of them no doubt passing through it as part of a larger show. 

LE PARC, Julio 

(23 September 1928) 

An Argentine who held off going to Paris until he turned thirty, Le Parc joined several groups 

working with optical abstraction and kineticism, including Groupe de Recherche d'art Visuel, 

commonly known as GRAV. His art developed static surface patterns that generated radically 

different appearances if viewed from different angles (much like LENTICULARS), which is to say 

that his work offers not one principal “look” but several, all of them equally legitimate. Le Parc 

also made reliefs of different materials that rotated at various speeds. He used other materials 

to vary the reflection of light and made objects with adjustable parts that respond to 

spectators' manipulations. Because I have not seen any of these latter pieces at first hand, I 

quote Edward Lucie-Smith's testimony in Late Modern (1969): 



Le Parc creates devices which belong partly to the laboratory, partly to the funfair. They 

are experiments with mechanisms and also experiments upon the psychology of the 

spectator. Mirrors, distorting spectacles, balls which run through complicated 

labyrinths–he has made use of all these things. 

At the intersection of the amusement park and the laboratory is probably a good place for 

kinetic art to be. 

LEAR, Edward 

(12 May 1812–29 January 1888) 

 Considering how wary contemporary editors are of any writing faintly unclear, it is amazing 

that this Victorian writer had such encouraging publishers, prompting him to produce several 

editions of A Book of Nonsense (1845), A Book of Nonsense and More Nonsense (1862), 

Nonsense Songs, Stories, Botany and Alphabets (1871), More Nonsense, Pictures, Rhymes, 

Botany, Etc. (1872), and Laughing Lyrics, a Fresh Book of Nonsense Poems (1877), which, all 

would agree, is a ridiculous bibliography for an adult writer. The formal mark of Lear's verse is a 

limerick that turns back on itself, with its last line echoing, if not repeating, the first: “There was 

an Old Person of Rhodes,/Who strongly objected to toads;/He paid several cousins/To catch 

them by dozens,/ That futile Old Person of Rhodes.” (This gains from its “POLITICALLY 

CORRECT” gender usage, a century in advance.) Edward Lear was also a travel writer and a 

landscape painter. 

LÉGER, Fernand 

(4 February 1881–17 August 1955) 

A physically large, personally ebullient visual artist, he moved prodigiously along the edge of 

several avant-garde movements, beginning with CUBISM, without being fully identified with (or 

central to) any of them. Two visual marks of his stylistically idiosyncratic paintings were 

brighter, perhaps gaudy colors, and semblances of human figures in an abstract field. In his 

most avant-garde painting (1918-20), the themes are pure pictorial contrasts and dynamic 

dissonance. This he rejected in the 1920s for a neo-classicism comparable to a simultaneous 

development in classical music. Not until he returned from America after WWII did Legér, then 

in his late 60s, exhibit regularly in France. (Odd it is that too many avant-garde artists must also 

go to a second country to get recognitions that they finally deserve back home.)  For his final 

paintings, he favored larger canvases that became more typical decades later in SOHO (NY). 



Notwithstanding his professional independence, Léger collaborated at various times with 

choice colleagues, producing limited editions with BLAISE CENDRARS [The End of the World, 

1919) and designing sets for the premiere of Darius Milhaud’s La création du monde (1925, The 

Creation of the World). Léger also conceived and co-directed a classic abstract film, Ballet 

méchanique (1923-1924), in collaboration with MAN RAY and GEORGE ANTHEIL. Professionally 

expansive in his own practice as well, Léger also produced mosaics, murals, stained-glass 

windows, polychrome ceramic sculptures, theatrical designs, and book illustrations. 

Thanks to his generous temperament, Léger was a popular colleague and teacher. Among his 

sometime students were many who had visible careers as visual artists. His coming to America 

during WWII was such an important event that, so HAROLD ROSENBERG once told me, many 

New York artists went down to some Hudson River pier expressly to welcome him on 12 

November 1940. Once here, he collaborated with HANS RICHTER on part of the latter's Dreams 

That Money Can Buy (1944–46) and at various times taught at American universities, along with 

such distinguished French refugees as the art historian Henri Focillon (1881-1943), the essayist 

André Maurois (1885-1967), and the composer Darius Milhaud (1892-1974). In the classic 1942 

George Platt Lynes (1907-1955) photograph of 14 Artists in Exile, only Léger isn’t wearing a 

white shirt with a tie, looking more like an artist than an executive, his body also visibly broader 

than the other 13 men’s. 

 

LEHRER, Warren 

(22 July 1955) 

One of the most imaginative bookartists of our time, Lehrer has produced several large-

format, elegantly printed, self-published volumes filled with a wealth of images and words. The 

latter sometimes come from himself, at other times from collaborators such as the poet Dennis 

Bernstein (1950). Technically scripts, they address major cultural issues, typically in a style more 

intimidating than communicative. One of the thoughtful technical departures of French Fries 

(1984), perhaps Lehrer's most sumptuous work, is that a summary of its obscure pages appears 

continuously in the upper outside corners. 

The Portrait Series: A Suite of Four Books About Men (1995) is a more ambitious quadrology of 

portraits, apparently fictitious, with language and pictures both written and designed by the 

author (in a striking size of 10.5” high and 4” wide). His four narrators are Brother Blue, a black 

street poet; Claude Debs, a well-heeled adventurer; Nicky D., a retired dock-worker; and 

Charlie, a musician victimized by mental-health institutions. The Portrait Series is unique, like all 



art reflecting truly avant-garde ambition. (Whereas Flannery O'Connor once reportedly said 

that she'd put aside anything looking peculiar on a page, my own predisposition is a desire to 

read Literature that comes alternatively packaged.) 

Lehrer also works in audio, co-composing with Harvey Goldman the song cycle The Search for It 

& Other Pronouns (1991), a full-length compact disc that has the most intelligently and 

imaginatively designed (not to mention legible) accompanying CD booklet to come my way, 

reminding us that the secondary elements of any artefact deserve as much attention as the 

primary ones. Lehrer's wife, Judith Sloan (1958), is a provocative PERFORMANCE aRTIST. 

LENNON, John 

(9 October 1940–8 December 1980) 

At the height of the success of the Beatles (1962–69), for which he initially played rhythm 

guitar, Lennon published two self illustrated books of free form prose, In His Own Write (1965) 

and A Spaniard in the Works (1966), that reflect the influences of EDWARD LEAR, LEWIS 

CARROLL, and JAMES JOYCE, but these did not sell enough copies to persuade publishers to 

hound the celebrated singer for more.  

Lennon reportedly initiated the Beatles' experiments with feedback (in “I Feel Fine”), backwards 

tape (in “Rain” and “Tomorrow Never Knows”), and AUDIO ART (“Strawberry Fields Forever” 

and “A Day in the Life”). Later, working in collaboration with his second wife, YOKO ONO, 

Lennon created less successful self-consciously experimental music beginning with the tape 

montage “Revolution No. 9” featured on The Beatles (1969; commonly known as “The White 

Album”) and the Lennon/Ono albums Two Virgins (1968) and Life with the Lions (1969). 

–with Richard Carlin 

LENTICULAR 

(c. 1600) 

This defines a surface in which the two sides of protruding ridges have different pictures, so 

that when the viewer moves his or her head from side to side, he or she sees different things. 

These images can be complimentary, sometimes creating the illusion of animation; but they can 

also be disjunctive. One lenticular toy I remember from childhood portrays a dinosaur moving 

back and forth as I moved it in my hands from side to side. Another appeared on the cover of 



the Rolling Stones’ Satanic Majesties Request (1967). At Yankee Stadium in the 2010s, the 

largest soda cups featured star players (until in 2016 they suddenly disappeared). Among the 

few artists working superlatively in this technology are YAAKOV AGAM and PATRICK HUGHES. 

Lenticulars differ from stereography, which it superficially resembles, in that the latter is 

customarily representational, in depth. Lenticulars also differ from holography, which 

customarily present a single image offering the illusion of depth if seen through two eyes. 

Wait ‘til next year? 

LETTRISM 

(mid-1940s) 

Founded in Paris by Isidore Isou (1925-2007; b. Ioan-Isidore Goldstein), himself a young 

refugee recently arrived from Rumania, this is perhaps the epitome of a circumscribed 

European literary group, with its untitled head, its insiders, its hangers-on, and, alas, its 

excommunications. Lettrist work seems based on calligraphy, initially for printed pages but also 

for visual art, and thus in the age of print seems quite innovative (though it might not have 

fared as well in preprint times). One recurring device is letters that resemble poetry, even 

though they are devoid of words. Later work, in the 21st Century, continuing this principle called 

itself Asemic Writing. 

Jean-Louis Brau (1930-1985), Gil J. Wolman (1929-1995), Maurice Lemaître (1926), Roberto 

Altmann (1942), Roland Sabatier (1942), and Jean-Paul Curtay (1951) were among the other 

prominent writer/artists based in France who were associated with Lettrism at various times. 

Not unlike other self-conscious agglomerations, Lettrism has been particularly skilled at the 

production of manifestos, which can be read with varying degrees of sense. By discounting 

semantic and syntactical coherence for language art, Lettrist works can be seen as precursors of 

CONCRETE POETRY. 

Among the Lettrist alumni are Guy Ernest Debord (1931-94), who, under the name Guy Debord, 

is commonly credited with initiating the Situationatist International (c. 1958-72), which can be 

seen as representing artists' most profound, courageous, and, it follows, most successful 

involvement in radical politics. While Situationist writings have been translated into English, 

Lettrist texts barely have–to our loss. 



LEVY, d.a. 

(29 October 1942–24 November 1968; b. Darryl Alfred Levey) 

In a life so short he seems to have been the American ARTHUR RIMBAUD, d.a. levy, in his 

preferred orthography, published all sorts of poetry, including VISUAL POEMS, obliterated texts, 

COLLAGES, and BLAKEAN mixtures of pictures with calligraphy, in addition to more 

conventional lyrics and visionary prose. Some of his Blakean texts are particularly marvelous; 

along with KENNETH PATCHEN Levy ranks among the few who have worked that vein without 

seeming too derivative of the master. Levy made poems from advertising print, or “FOUND 

ART”, similar to BERN PORTER‘s, just as his cover for the thirteenth issue of The Buddhist Oracle 

resembles AD REINHARDT‘s sophisticated comics. Living in relative isolation in Cleveland, Levy 

was not included in any of the late 1960s anthologies of visual/concrete poetry, even though, 

on its intrinsic merits, his work deserved being there. Harassed by the police, arrested for 

publishing poetry purportedly obscene, Levy took his own life. Posthumous collections of his 

poetry, all lovingly edited, thankfully feature his more experimental work. 

LEVY, Julien 

(22 January 1906–10 February 1981) 

An approximate Harvard classmate of LINCOLN KIRSTEIN, Everett Austin, Jr. (1900-1957), and 

Alfred H. Barr, Jr. (1902-1981), all of whom became enlightened impresarios in advancing 

American culture, Levy had the foresight to open in midtown Manhattan in 1931 his 

eponymous art gallery with a retrospective not of painting or sculpture but of American 

photography organized by ALFRED STIEGLITZ. Situated near the MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, 

Levy’s gallery complemented MoMA’s program on advancing American esthetic taste, later 

sponsoring the first American one-man shows of JOSEPH CORNELL and SALVADOR DALI, in 

addition to the photographers Walter Evans, Jean Eugène-Auguste Aiget, George Platt Lynes, 

and Henri Carter-Bresson. Levy also became the first American to publish a book on Surrealism 

(1936). 

On the advice of the American photographer Berenice Abbott, he purchased in 1930 the entire 

contents of Aiget’s studio–thousands of prints, over 10,000 plate glass negatives–preserving the 

Parisian photographer legacy against threatened destruction. Though Levy offered this archive 

to MoMA at the time, not until 1969, nearly four decades later, was it purchased. 

Later favoring Surrealism, the Julien Levy Gallery began early in 1932 exhibiting avant-garde 

films, including Ferdinand Léger’s Ballet Méchanique, accompanied by George Anthiel’s piano 



roll, and Man Ray’s L’Étoile de Mer. This program became a foundation for the permanent film 

department at the Museum of Modern Art. Levi also published the first American book on 

Surrealism (1936). European surrealists exiled in America during WWII patronized his premises. 

Don’t confuse this Levy with the New York painter JuliAn Levy (1900-1982). 

LEVINE, Sherrie 

(17 April 1947) 

Precise imitation (aka “appropriation”) was no longer new by the time she did it in the early 

1980s, but her contribution to the theme of originality-&-authenticity was using works by only 

male artists as her models/subjects: well-known photographs by Walker Evans, Eliot Porter, 

ALEXANDR RODCHENKO, and Edward Weston; watercolor copies of El Lissitzy, Joan Miró, PIET 

MONDRIAN, and Stuart Davis. Arriving with the emergence of more sophisticated feminism, her 

provocative moves initially attracted a lot of attention from critics, mostly female, as raising 

valid art-critical questions that, for all the enthusiasm they inspired at the time, later seemed 

less interesting. 

LEWIS, Wyndham 

(18 November 1882–7 March 1957; b. Percy W. L) 

Born off the Canadian coast on his British father's yacht, Lewis studied at the Slade School 

of Art in London before becoming an ABSTRACT painter and the founder of VORTICISM, a 

British sort of ITALIAN FUTURISM favoring geometrical recompositions and aggressive colors. In 

1914, Lewis founded and edited two issues of BLAST, one of the great avant-garde magazines, 

distinguished not only for its content but for its expressive typography (which still looks avant-

garde, a century later). Lewis later edited more modest magazines to which he was likewise 

also a prominent contributor, The Tyro (1921–22) and The Enemy (1927). 

Initially the author of plays, satires, and short stories, collected in various volumes, Lewis 

eventually wrote novels, beginning with Tarr (1918), which some think had an influence on 

JAMES JOYCE and continuing with a tetralogy, The Human Age, which the British poet/critic 

Martin Seymour-Smith (1928-1998) for one ranks as “the greatest single imaginative prose 

work in English of this century.” (It includes The Childermas [1928; rev. ed.1956], Malign Fiesta, 

Monstre Gai [1955], and the incomplete Trial of Man.) One-Way Song (1933) is a stylistically 

unique anti-progressive political poem whose 2,000-plus lines were fortunately reprinted in 

Collected Poems and Plays (1979). Lewis also wrote criticism and scintillating polemics, and 

painted highly evocative portraits of his contemporaries, including T S. ELIOT and EZRA POUND. 



Lewis spent World War II under-recognized in Canada and his postwar years in London as an 

art critic for the weekly Listener. Not unlike other avant-garde writers of his generation, he is 

continually being rediscovered with new editions, as well as new selections, of his works. He is 

not to be confused with D. B. Wyndham Lewis (1891–1969), who wrote polite biographies. 

LeWITT, Sol 

(9 September 1928–8 April 2007) 

An ABSTRACT artist from his beginnings, a geometricist interested in systems, and a prolific 

producer with a generous collection of assistants, Le Witt is best known for his sculptures, his 

wall drawings, and his writings on CONCEPTUAL ART. The theme of the first, especially in sum, 

is variations on the cube, which over the years have been arrayed, stacked, and left partially 

incomplete, among other unprecedented moves. Le Witt's wall drawings, which are customarily 

executed in his absence, affix a geometric scheme–say, different sets of curved lines a few 

inches apart–to a space from which it can be removed at an exhibition's end. His is a rigorously 

non-referential art that is concerned with purity of both concept and execution, precisely by 

suggesting nothing that is not obviously perceptible. 

Le Witt's much-reprinted “Paragraphs on Conceptual Art” rationalizes work where “all of the 

planning and decisions are made beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea 

becomes a machine that makes the art. This kind of art is not theoretical or illustrative of 

theories; it is intuitive; it is involved with all types of mental processes and it is purposeless.” 

Two developments within Le Witt's wall art are the addition of colors other than black and 

white and verbal titles that are more poetic than descriptive (if not informative). It is said that 

over his entire career he has never missed opening a show on time.  

My own alternative opinion holds that, good as his other work has been, Le Witt's greatest 

works are the book-art books that he produced since the early 1970s. The first masterpiece is 

Arcs, Circles & Grids (1972), which has 195 progressively denser combinations of the linear 

geometric images announced in its title. Though Le Witt may have had something else in mind, I 

see this book as an elegantly simple narrative about increasing linear density. Autobiography 

(1980) has a large number of square black-and-white photographs, each two and five-eighths 

inches square, of every object in Le Witt's living and working space, none of them featured over 

any others; and although no photograph of the author or any of his works appears, the book 

does indeed portray not only a life but the roots of his particular imaginative sensibility. Among 

Le Witt's many other books and booklets are Incomplete Open Cubes (1974), The Location of 

Lines (1974), Lines & Color (1975), Squares with Sides and Corners Torn Off (n.d.), Red, Blue and 



Yellow Lines from Sides, Corners and the Center of the Page to Points on a Grid (1975), 

Photogrids (1977), and Sunrise and Sunset at Praiano (1980), all of which accurately reflect their 

titles. Throughout the 1970s, Le Witt cleverly made it his custom to do fresh BOOK-ART in lieu 

of catalogs for his exhibitions. 

LIBERATURE  

(1999) 

This is a useful Polish coinage to identify literary works published within an enhancing physical 

structure. The classic historic examples were Stéphane Mallarmé’s Un Coup de Dés Jamais 

N'Abolira Le Hasard  (1897) and RAYMOND QUENEAU’s Cent mille milliards de poèmes (1961). 

Later books by MARC SAPORTA and B.S. JOHNSON, among others, came in a box whose loose 

pages could be shuffled. 

The neologism comes from an English base that incorporates the Latin liber for a book and “a 

free one,” as well as libra for measurement. The theorists Zenon Fajfer (1970) and Katarzyna 

Bazarnik (1970), based in Krakow, have also produced choice examples, usually in Polish, 

sometimes in English. Though the epithet is an honorific, recognizing certain books-as-books, if 

not BOOK ART, the attractive principle of inventive structural moves can also function in new 

media. The substantial scholarly text (in English) is Barzanik’s Joyce & Liberature (2011). 

LIGETI, György 

(28 May 1923–12 June 2006) 

Born in Transylvania, educated at the Budapest Music Academy, Ligeti (pronounced LI-get-

tee) left Hungary in 1956, reportedly walking to Cologne. Within fifteen years, he was a 

professor at the principal Hamburg music school. His most successful pieces incorporate 

clusters of closely related sounds, aggregations literally, resembling acoustic bands more than 

traditional separate notes, articulated with a strong sense of instrumental texture, he says to 

produce “acoustic motionlessness.” The most familiar is the “Kyrie” from Requiem, which 

incidentally appeared in the soundtrack to the Stanley Kubrick film 2001. Among Ligeti's more 

eccentric pieces is Poème symphonique, its title alluding to EDGARD VARÈSE, except that Ligeti's 

is for 100 metronomes, all running at different speeds. His son, Lukas L. (1965), is a remarkably 

different, but similarly innovative, composer/percussionist teaching in Southern California. 



LIGHT & DUST 

(1995) 

Essentially an eclectic, multicultural, multilingual, international, growing, revisable 

anthology of poetry, Karl Young’s Light & Dust (l&d) Website has been in operation since 1995, 

two years after Young began electronic publishing as a member of Spunk Anarchist Collective–

and with John Fowler on Fowler's Grist On-Line magazine. For the previous 29 years, Young had 

been active in print publication, putting out work by people like KARL KEMPTON, Barbara Einzig, 

BP NICHOL, and JACKSON MAC LOW. Amazingly, l&d averages 1000 hits a day, its craft-

extending material drawing at least half of them. A quieter source of encouragement is its 

increasing use in classrooms and galleries as an adjunct to lectures and other demonstrations. 

One of its specialties is republishing books, particularly ones that, for various reasons, have 

never before been printed, such as dissident CLEMENTE PADIN‘s Art and People, censored in his 

native Uruguay–present at l&d not in Spanish but in HARRY POLKINHORN‘s English translation. 

Young's site also has areas devoted to individual artists, at times expanding on symposiums 

Young published through Margins and other magazines in the ‘70s. 

One of the most important is a D.A.LEVY memorial site, co-curated by Ingrid Swanberg, that 

extends and amplifies levy's Zen Concrete & Etc. (notably through the use of color), l&d 

includes, as well, a survey co-curated by Young, along with Alain Satie, and David W. Seaman of 

the French verbo-visual school, LETTRISM (acting, in fact, as its far-from-Paris Official Site), a 

survey of Australian verbo-visual work co-curated by Young and thalia, and a survey of Web-

specific poetry. A useful collection of criticism, essays, manifestos, and other forms of 

commentary, mainly by poets, is there, too. Although some subsites, such as Michael McClure's 

home page, almost automatically attract a wide audience, l&d generally emphasizes writers and 

genres (especially verbo-visual art) that have been abused, ignored, or otherwise marginalized. 

It is easily the most valuable source of important avant-garde and other poetry, and writing 

about poetry, on the Internet. 

–Bob Grumman 

LIGHT ART 

(c. 1900) 



It seems odd, in retrospect, that visual artists were slow to realize the esthetic possibilities 

of electric light–that light had been around for many years before artists recognized that it 

could become the principal material of their work. The principal innovator of light art is 

commonly considered to be THOMAS WILFRED, whose specialty was projections from behind a 

translucent screen; among subsequent projection-light artists were the JOSHUA LIGHT SHOW, 

György Kepes (1906-2001), who founded a Center for Advanced Visual Studies at M.I.T., and 

Earl Reiback (1931-2006), who purchased Wilfred's studio after the latter's death. 

Subsequent light artists have used fluorescent lamps, such as DAN FLAVIN; neon lamps, 

such as STEPHEN ANTONAKIS; or small bulbs so transparent that their flickering filaments 
are visible, such as Otto Piene (1928-2014); lamps of various colors, programmed to change 

constantly, such as Boyd Mefferd (1941); or lasers, as in Rockne Krebs's (1938-2011) Aleph 

[squared] (1969), where intense, narrow beams, either red or green, projected over one's head, 

bounce off mirrored walls in a dark room. Some light art depends upon reflecting or refracting 

materials, such as MOHOLY NAGY‘s Light-Space Modulator (1930), which is a kinetic sculpture 

designed to redirect projected light in various ways, and CLYDE LYNDS‘s use of fiber optics to 

make light turn corners. Though individual light artists have had major exhibitions over the past 

decades, I'm not aware of any recent comprehensive overview, either in books or a museum. 

LINDSAY, Vachel 

(10 November 1879–5 December 1931; b. Nicholas V. L.) 

More than any American before him, more than any of his contemporaries (except perhaps 

GERTRUDE STEIN, five years his senior), Lindsay discovered what we now call TEXT-SOUND in 

poetic onomatopoeia. You can hear it on reading the following text aloud to yourself (aside 

from the unfortunate racist implications): “Walk with care, walk with care, /Or Mumbo Jumbo, 

god of the Congo, /And all of the other gods of the Congo, /Mumbo-Jumbo will hoodoo you. 

/Beware, beware, walk with care, /Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay, boom, [repeated two 

additional times] /Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay, BOOM.” For a fuller experience of Lindsay's 

acoustic poetry, listen to the recording that he made shortly before his suicide. 

Educated mostly in fine art, Lindsay also published in 1915 the first intelligent book on the 

esthetics of film, as distinct from stage and photography, declaring prophetically that, “The 

motion picture art is a great high art, not a process of commercial manufacture,” and then 

percipiently noting that, “The keywords of the stage are passion and character; of the 

photoplay, splendor and speed.” In the three-volume complete Poetry (1984) are remarkable 

detailed drawings worth respecting. 



LIPPARD, Lucy R. 

(14 April 1937) 

As an independent art critic (as distinct from newspaper-based art reviewer), she produced 

several books, beginning with Changing (1968) and continuing perhaps through Overlay (1983), 

that ranked among the best at understanding new art. Her brilliant monograph on AD 

REINHARDT (published in 1981, but written a decade before) makes all subsequent writing on 

this avant-garde American seem amateur. I use the past tense, even though Lippard is still alive, 

because around 1975 she “got religion,” as we would say, which in her case was a leftist 

feminism that generated articles and books that, in my considered opinion, won't survive the 

times. Mixed Blessings (1989), perhaps the most absurd, advocates artists of privileged birth, in 

this case females “of color,” who are introduced with their appropriate racial/ethnic/tribal tags 

(much like individuals in the old Social Registers were), as though these tags should 

compensate, in Lippard's mind as well as the reader's, for any persuasive appreciation of their 

individual art. It is unfortunate that some of these recent books have sold more copies than 

Lippard's better ones (and probably won her more ancillary gigs as well), because in America 

that sort of success can make a writer think nothing has been lost. 

She also curated and elaborately annotated A Different War: Vietnam in Art (1990), a 

traveling exhibition whose catalogue sympathetically documented all kinds of protest from 

paintings to performance before coming to the unfortunate conclusion that the efforts 

“produced no fundamentally new ways for art to oppose war.” 

Even later Lippard left New York for rural New Mexico where she became active in 

community organizing. One hypothesis is that, once out on a critical limb, she fell. Another 

holds that, alienated by an increasingly commercialized New York art world, she transferred her 

predisposition to activist integrity to another domain. 

LISSITZKY, El 

(23 November 1890–30 December 1941; b. Eliezer or Lazar Markovich L.) 

Born in Smolensk, Russia, Lissitzky studied engineering in Germany before returning to 

Russia during World War I. After collaborating with MARC CHAGALL on the illustration of Jewish 

books and with KAZIMIR MALEVICH in establishing RUSSIAN CONSTRUCTIVISM, Lissitzky moved 

to Berlin, where he published The Story of Two Squares (1922), which, as its title says, is a 

pioneering abstract visual fiction, as well as a modest masterpiece of modern typography. 



Lissitzky then finished a series of Constructivist paintings that he called Proun. In 1928, for a 

museum in Hanover, he designed an “abstract gallery,” a proto-ENVIRONMENT that Alexander 

Dorner described in The Way Beyond “Art” (1958): 

The walls of that room were sheathed with narrow tin strips set at right angles to the 

wall plane. Since these strips were painted black on one side, grey on the other, and 

white on the edge, the wall changed its character with every move of the spectator. The 

sequence of tones varied in different parts of the room. This construction thus 

established a supraspatial milieu of the frameless compositions [i.e., suspended 

paintings]. 

Dorner continues, “This room contained many more sensory images than could have been 

accommodated by a rigid room.” By current categories, this was a proto Environment.  

Lissitzky also made innovative PHOTOMONTAGES and wrote about architectural possibilities 

(An Architecture for World Revolution, 1930) before returning in the 1930s to Russia, where he 

confined himself mainly to typography and industrial design (e.g., the Soviet Pavilion at the 

New York World's Fair in 1939) until his premature death. As an innovative typographer, he 

disrupted conventional forms with visualized typography. 

Lissitzky also designed Die Kunstismen/Les ismes de I'art/The Isms of Art (1925), a cunningly 

illustrated anthology of illustrations exemplifying CUBISM, neoplasticism, FUTURISM, 

CONSTRUCTIVISM, DADA, suprematism, expressionisms, simultaneity, etc., as represented by 

MONDRIAN, MOHOLY-NAGY, MAN RAY, MALEVITCH, KANDINSKY, TATLIN, RICHTER, PICASSO, 

VAN DOESBURG, VANTONGERLOO, et al. (In retrospect, we can judge that the selection of 

individuals reflected sure taste.) Published in Switzerland, this is the first modern art book 

known to me (conceding there might have been predecessors) to have parallel texts in French, 

English, and German (none of which was Lissitzky's mother tongue). Not solely an antique, this 

book was reprinted intact, likewise in Switzerland. So were the two issues, likewise initially in 

several languages, now with elaborate annotations in English, of the spectacularly prophetic 

magazine Gegenstand (1922) that Lissitzky co-edited with the Russian writer llya Ehrenburg 

(1891–1967). 

LITTLE MAGAZINES 

As an initial outlet for avant-garde writing and other arts, certain periodicals with modest, if not 

minimal circulation, have served indispensable functions in making new work available initially 

to other artists and then to a larger public. Among those representing avant-garde music, the 

classics have been Minna Lederman’s MODERN MUSIC, Larry Austin and Stanley Lunetta’s 



Source: Music of the Avant-Garde (1966-1973) and Perspectives of New Music (1962) edited at 

various times by the composer Benjamin Boretz (1934), among others. For those in based in 

visual art, three American goldmines were Wallace Berman’s Semina (195-1964), Phyllis 

Johnson’s ASPEN and Willoughby Sharp’s Avalanche (1970-1976). Among those in literature, 

EUGENE JOLAS’ TRANSITION, the early NEW DIRECTIONS annuals. In media arts, Radical 

Software (1970-1974). In architecture, ARCHIGRAM. 

Some small-circulation magazines have a pointed influence and are remembered, even if only a 

single issue appears: Wallace Thurman’s FIRE! and POSSIBILITIES edited by JOHN CAGE and 

others. On the fringe was, by contrast, Ralph Ginzberg’s Avant-Garde (1968-1971), which 

appeared in a larger square format, too slick and star-struck. Striving for more subscribers than 

its name could support, this periodical flamed out. Incidentally, ASPEN and Source exemplify 

the principle that departures in content create precondition for radically alternative formats. 

Consider that little magazines, in sum, constitute the periodical analogue of SMALL PRESSES in 

serving avant-gardes and their audiences. From both groups, only the strongest are 

remembered. 

LIVING THEATRE 

(1947–2015) 

Founded by Judith Malina (1926-2015) and Julian Beck (1925–1985), longtime wife and 

husband, the Living Theatre has forever epitomized whatever might be radical in American 

theater. At their beginnings, at a time when naturalistic drama predominated, their specialty 

was poet's plays (e.g., GERTRUDE STEIN, KENNETH REXROTH, W. B. Yeats, Paul Goodman, et 

al.); that perhaps accounts for why they spelled “theater” in the British way. By the 1960s, they 

had assimilated The Theatre and Its Double by ANTONIN ARTAUD, creating in their productions 

of Jack Gelber's The Connection (1961) and especially Kenneth Brown's The Brig (1963) theater 

that moved audiences, in Artaud's words, “with the force of the plague.” In 1963, after their 

home theater was seized by the Internal Revenue Service for nonpayment of withholding taxes, 

they moved to Europe where, in Eric Mottram's words, “they developed the idea of a theater 

company as creative political critics and emotional gurus.” They returned to the United States 

in 1968 with Paradise Now, which was a series of scripted provocations that succeeded in 

involving theatrical audiences like nothing before or since. 

Though Beck died in 1985, with Hanon Reznikov (1950-2008) becoming both Malina's 

second husband and principal partner, the company persisted at various temporary locations, 

including Manhattan's Times Square, where, in the 1990s, they performed street theater after 



every prison execution in America. Though new productions invariably disappointed those who 

remembered previous masterpieces, the Living Theatre survived longer than any other theater 

company of its avant-garde and politically radical kind, incidentally outliving nearly all of its 

imitators; for this alone, the Living Theatre deserves national honors. 

LOMBARDI, Mark 

(23 March 1951–22 March 2000) 

Before becoming a respected visual artist he’d been a museum curator, a private gallerist, a 

reference librarian, an archivist, a book author, and much else. His early abstract paintings were 

scarcely seen. 

In the mid-1990s he began large elaborate drawings of crime and conspiracy networks that 

would have been pencilled outlines for investigative books, had not Lombardi decided to let 

them stand as such and exhibited them in galleries, particularly in one-person shows at the 

Pierogi Gallery in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Among Lombardi’s subjects were the Savings and 

Loan scandals, the American holdings of a Saudi prince, the Bush Family, and the Mafia. Few 

were documenting so much, whether in print or in visual art. 

Perhaps overwhelmed by his discoveries, if not his precarious personal situation, Lombardi, 

much like Vincent van Gogh before him, sadly terminated himself. 

 

LONG, Richard 

(2 June 1945) 

The projects of British Earth Artist Richard Long are distinguished from those of ROBERT 

SMITHSON and MICHAEL HEIZER by the lightness of Long's touch. Whereas Smithson and Heizer 

have engaged in large-scale excavation works, Long generally marks the environment 

tentatively, arranging sticks or rocks in geometrical patterns during his walks, gently carving out 

small circles and short lines in the terrain, and reporting his doings through gallery installations 

of documentary photographs. He is, like Heizer, cut out of the Romantic mold. But, unlike 

Heizer, Long is more in the English model: something of a saunterer who respectfully explores 

nature, à la William Wordsworth. What is more significant is that Long has devised a way of 

returning Earth Art to the gallery. Bringing back elements such as stones and wood from his 



journeys, he orders them into geometric patterns on the gallery floor, often into long rectangles 

that look too much like the well-tooled, highly industrial floor works of CARL ANDRE to retain 

the tie to nature that characterizes Earth Art. However, Long frequently arranges the natural, 

rough-hewn shapes of his stones into circular patterns that bear a distinct resemblance to 

megalithic circles. Despite their relatively small scale, the association endows them with a 

quality of the mythic, an effect completely foreign to the Minimalist aesthetic that Andre 

represents. 

–Mark Daniel Cohen 

LOUIS, Morris 

(28 November 1912–7 September 1962; b. M. L. Bernstein)  

Louis's innovation was self-referential paintings that emphasized not the forms of gestural 

abstraction but the textures of variously applied paints, the relationships of colors within the 

field, and, in some cases, the possible subtle shadings of a single hue. Adapting Jackson 

Pollock's alternative way of applying paint to his own ends, Louis in the mid-1950s poured 

thinned-out acrylic paint directly on unprimed cottonduck canvas that was laid flat on a floor, 

literally soaking, rather than painting, so that colored areas appear continuously level with the 

canvas, rather than protruding. As his initial advocate CLEMENT GREENBERG wrote, “The fabric, 

being soaked in paint rather than merely covered by it, becomes paint in itself, color in itself, 

like dyed cloth.” 

For a series called Veils (1954, again in 1957–60), the thinned paints were poured in 

overlapping patterns that are patently beautiful. The MoMA curator-critic John Elderfield 

(1943) finds with Louis “the first fully autonomous abstract pictures,” adding, “He established 

as much a new style of painting, not merely a few process for creating paintings, but a new 

medium of painting.” One appropriate epithet was COLORFIELD PAINTING, whose later 

advocates included Kenneth Noland (1924-2010) and Jules Olitski (1922-2007). 

LOUIS, Murray 

(4 November 1926–1 February 2016) 

For many years the principal male dancer in the ALWIN NIKOLAIS company, Louis became 

the only prominent modern dancer influenced by Charlie Chaplin, which is to say that his 

choreography tended to stylized movements and parody, making as much fun of its ostensible 



subjects as of numerous styles of dance. In his classic Junk Dances (1964), the set is a mockery 

of POP ART; one sequence parodies the courtship mannerisms evident in 1930s movies; 

another sequence, as brilliantly performed by Phyllis Lamhut, satirizes the standard theatrical 

rendition of the busy secretary; another episode mocks Nikolais's prop-heavy choreography. 

The piece closes with Louis himself draped in Christmas tinsel and a network of lights that 

actually illuminate as the COLLAGE tape plays the opera star Galli-Curci hitting her final high 

note. I have seen Junk Dances perhaps a dozen times, never with decreasing pleasure. 

LOVE 

This quality is rarely mentioned in discussions of new art, crucial though it is, not only in its 

creation, as most artists love what they do, but also in its dissemination as individual art-lovers 

tell others about what they love. More sophisticated art lovers particularly relish 

recommending artists not commonly familiar.  

If an artist makes a work that he or she shows to someone else who genuinely (not politely) 

loves it, that work is more likely to be recommended to a third person. If it is loved again, that 

third person is more likely to recommend it to a fourth circle of people, and so on. The image 

for understanding art’s circulation is circles within circles; the measure of successful is voluntary 

acceptance by larger circles. 

A merchandizer may for one or another reason imagine that certain work can be sold to a larger 

public (say, a tenth circle). If that effort fails, then only what it loved, even if loved by a few 

whom the artist never knew personally, can survive. (Admiration from people other than 

“friends” and relatives becomes a truer measure.)  

Simply, while formerly successful artists are often forgotten, some “failed” artists, even obscure 

artists, are remembered, as in some entries here, because a stranger (here me) loved their 

work. 

LUCIER, Alvin 

(14 May 1931) 

Interested in the musical resonances of ambient sounds, particularly in live electronic 

performance, Lucier composed I Am Sitting in a Room (1970), which begins with him reading a 

100-word prose statement that is recorded on tape. This recorded version is then played in the 

same place in which the original statement was made and rerecorded on new tape one 



generation away from the initial live statement. This procedure of broadcasting and re-

recording is continued through several generations, as distortion progressively obliterates the 

text with the increasingly amplified sounds not of the composer's voice but of the acoustic 

space. 

I remember his Chambers (1968), in which four musicians played conch shells through the 

auditorium, down the stairs, and out into New York's 57th Street, where Lucier himself stood 

on the double white line in the middle of the street. As cars whizzed by in both directions, a 

taxicab honked a horn that was louder and perhaps more musical than the sounds Lucier was 

producing. Then out of a building came a uniformed doorman–a “found player,” so to speak–to 

tell Lucier to move on. Lucier has also worked creatively with devices to amplify alpha brain 

waves in live musical performance, as an example of live ELECTRONIC MUSIC, with sound 

vibrations to generate visual imagery, with instrumentalists accompanying electronically 

generated sound, and with sustained sounds in continually rearticulated microtonal relations. A 

reporter interviewing Lucier writes that he typically speaks of “making” works rather than 

composing them. 

LUDLAM, Charles 

(12 April 1943–28 May 1987)  

Ludlam gladly accepted the epithet “Theatre of the Ridiculous,” which represented an 

extension at once appropriate and ironic of the THEATRE OF THE ABSURD; for, if the latter used 

absurd means to portray worldly absurdity, Ludlam took the satirical impulse a step further, 

using yet more ridiculous means to portray worldly ridiculousness. “We have passed beyond 

the Absurd,” wrote his colleague and sometime collaborator Ronald Travel (1936-2009), “Our 

position is absolutely preposterous.” Ludlam's own manifesto typically emphasizes “axioms to a 

theater for ridicule,” including “the things one takes seriously are one's weaknesses.” 

 Even though most of his plays drew upon classical models, they were filled with bad taste, 

sexual confusion, phallic worship, and operatic extravagance. As Dana Gioia (1950) judged, 

“Charles Ludlum was the best parodist I've ever seen–unique in that he could simultaneously 

play pathos and farce. Success encouraged him to inflate these aberrations.” Of the plays 

familiar to me, the most inspired is Ring Gott Farblonjet (1977), subtitled “A Masterwork,” 

which it truly is. Initially a takeoff on Richard Wagner's Ring cycle of operas, it deflates their 

pomposity first with a Yiddish euphemism for getting hopelessly lost (Farblonjet, which is 

pronounced “far-BLAWN-jit”). The characters all have atrociously Teutonic names (the Valkyries 

being “Brunnhilda,” “Helmvige,” “Schwertheita,” “Valtrauta,” etc.); and, as is typical in Ludlam 

plays, female roles are often assumed by men. 



Ludlam made language work in ways ironically reminiscent of FINNEGANS WAKE, opening his 

Ring with: “Weia! Water! Waga! Waves of wasser! Waves of wasser! Wagalawei! Wallalla 

weiala weia!” True to his means, Ludlam also wrote ridiculous stage directions: “(The weaves 

giftoff to scrimmist sheerest parting until all is clear, clearing on a mountain's height. Lustering 

Blistering tamples pinnacles of casteln hinterground.)” In Gioia’s judgment, “His legacy is 

probably now just Irma Vep, which is still done everywhere. Like his best plays, it works with all 

audiences, including children, and still satisfy the jaded intellectual.” He died prematurely of 

complications from AIDS, which is not avant-garde–just a deadly disease. 

LUENING, Otto 

(15 June 1900–2 September 1996) 

Born in Milwaukee, WI, the son of a German-American musician, Luening was educated in 

the United States, Germany, and Switzerland. One among many American avant-garde 

composers in the 1930s and 1940s, better known as a flutist and for his administrative skills, 

Luening established a unique reputation in the 1950s as a pioneer of ELECTRONIC MUSIC. On 28 

October 1952, he played the flute in Fantasy in Space to a prerecorded (i.e., precomposed) 

audiotape accompaniment; two other premieres on that program, Low Speed and Invention in 

12 Tones, were audiotapes wholly of electronically manipulated instrumental sounds. Luening 

later collaborated with his Columbia University colleague, Vladimir Ussachevsky (1911–1990) in 

producing tapes that would function as soloists in orchestral concerts, their Rhapsodic 

Variations (1954) preceding by months an EDGARD VARÈSE piece that worked similarly. 

Compared to what followed, Luening remains a traditional electronic composer. (Ussachevsky, 

curiously, spent his last years in Utah, composing music reflective of Russian Romanticism.) 

Luening was also a successful arts politician, not only in establishing an early electronic music 

studio at Columbia University, but in advising foundations to support the more avant-garde 

younger composers. Even when he was well into his 90s, he asked me at a MoMA concert, 

“What of yours have I read recently?” That’s an opening line no colleague should forget. 

LYE, Len 

(5 July 1901–15 May 1980) 

Born in New Zealand, Lye lived in the South Sea Islands in the 1920s, assimilating Polynesian 

art, before moving to London. Working with John Gherson's documentary film unit at the 

General Post Office, he invented around 1934 a technique for painting directly on film, 

producing the short Color Box (1935). In later films, Lye developed this technique, which 

consequently influenced the Canadian Norman McLaren (1914–87), among others working, as 



he did, within the constraint of cameraless filmmaking (which is a precursor to cameraless 

videography, which was likewise innovative). Rarely profiting from his filmmaking, Lye 

abandoned that art for equally innovative, if esthetically different, work in kinetic sculpture. 

 


